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a) What was the goal? Define the challenge/ problem/target audience and explain what you

were trying to accomplish.

b) How did you achieve the goal?  What steps were taken to solve the problem or

accomplish the goal? Who was involved in the project? Include any working relationships

with other agencies/groups.

c) What were the results? Include tangible and quantifiable benefits such as financial,

public or media awareness and attendance. Use percentages when applicable.



An Evening of Poetry podium and audience. The winners of the poetry competition were given the opportunity to participate in a 
reading located in our Fine Arts Building during the Fair.



Juan Morales, Professor and Department Chair English and Foreign Languages at Colorado State University-Pueblo reads his 
poems. He was also the juror for the competition.



Juror and audience look on as an adult poet reads his winning poem.



Youth participant reads her winning poem.
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	FAIR NAME: Colorado State Fair
	CLASS: 3
	DIVISION: 13
	GOAL: Poets of all ages and aptitudes were asked to submit up to three poems, $2.00 per poem. The contest was judged by Juan Morales, Associate Professor and Department Chair English and Foreign Languages at Colorado State University-Pueblo, Editor and Publisher of Pilgrimage Press, and published poet. An Evening of Poetry, which showcased winners reading their poems, was held during the fair in our Fine Arts Gallery. The poetry competition was a great avenue to attract fairgoers interested in the arts. The success of our Fine Arts Exhibition prompted us to explore other competitions for fine arts, such as writing. The fair chose to develop the poetry contest because it is a way to not only attract new exhibitors who might be interested in writing, but also to add to competitions that encourage innovative and creative thinking.
	ACHIEVE: The poetry competition melded several phases to create a contest that was competitive, engaging, and featured a live attraction (poetry reading) at the fair. An Evening of Poetry was the finale that honored the winners of the competition and gave each and every one an outlet to share their writing. The judge also read, and the evening served as a space for a piece of the Colorado writing community to come together and celebrate the art they love. Furthermore, Colorado State Fair was able to partner with Tattered Cover Book Store, one of the largest independent bookstores, to offer prizes to the winning poets. Our poetry competition gave a platform to great Colorado poets and featured a great Colorado business. This competition had a healthy turnout. We received entries from all age group and writing levels. Our judge was very exciting and willing to be a part of our process. He took his job very seriously and went out of his way to write notes on every single poem. We were able to introduce each poet with the short synopsis written by the judge, present them with their ribbon(s) and Tattered Cover Bookstore Gift Card and then turn the podium over to them to read and perform. The whole event really came together with our judge, Juan Morales, reading several short poems from a variety of his published and soon-to-be published books. Taking into account the fact that over half of the exhibitors were new, confirmed our inkling that we were missing a group of people whose particular form of art did not yet have an outlet at our Fair.
	RESULTS: The event was intimate, classy, positive and very well received. We viewed this competition's turnout as a success! Almost 49 entries in it's first year in an area which has never been showcased at this Fair was very encouraging. Over half these exhibitors being new was especially exciting. We received quite a bit of positive feedback as well as many requests to make this an annual competition. In the future we will explore many more ways to market our competition and get the word out. Some of those ideas include sending information specifically to teachers/instructors/professors so they can let their students know about this opportunity or even make it part of their curriculum. We will target market poetry/literary arts groups and clubs as well as more coffee shops and bookstores. 


